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Maintaining Intimacy in The Translation of Personal Pronouns You and I in Pride and Prejudice Movie

Mempertahankan Keintiman pada Penerjemahan Kata Ganti Orang You dan I dalam Film Pride and Prejudice

1. Novita Kurniawati --> Mahasiswa Fakultas Ilmu Budaya
2. Retno Wulandari Setyaningsih --> Dosen Fakultas Ilmu Budaya

Abstract

This study was conducted in order to analyze the techniques applied in translating personal pronoun you and I in the Pride and Prejudice movie. In addition, the writer also revealed the social variables conveyed between the characters by the translation of personal pronouns You and I into Bahasa Indonesia. The method of this study was qualitative approach. The writer found 686 pronouns and by using Molina and Albir (2002) proposal of translation techniques, it is confirmed that there were three techniques that most frequently applied; established equivalent, reduction, and particularization. Then, the social variables were interpreted by using Djenar (2007) categorizations that were formality, neutrality, and intimacy. It was found that the most frequent technique used is established equivalent and most of personal pronoun translated in the movie showed intimacy between characters. Therefore, for the translation of personal pronoun you and I in this movie well transferred the meaning to the target readers or viewers.
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